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1. Introduction
1.1 Scope and Purpose
Ulink test reporter is a web application for displaying and comparing the Devices Test
Results.
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The key features of this application are to display the devices’ test result details.
The ability to compare the test results with other devices belonging to the same Test Suite
having the same or different versions.
It has a dashboard and user list feature. The users can create and view test suite template
versions which are then used to review the test results and comparison for the given test
suite.
The purpose of this user guide is to provide the user with the know-how of the different
functionalities, the data upload process, the sync description, and the CSV file requirement
for generating the Test Suite Template.
It is assumed that the user of this application has previous knowledge and experience of
executing ULINK device storage test suites and understanding its corresponding log and
CSV files.

1.2 Process Overview
The user puts the required folder (containing CSV and log files) in the specific path of the
application server.
The system syncs and grabs the files which are then parsed and persisted in the
application.
The user logs in the application and is able to view the device result details in the devices
section of the application. He can click on the test performed column and will be able to
compare the same device against different versions of the same test suite.
The user can go to the results module of the application to filter and select the device test
result for comparison.
By using the template module, the user can generate and view the different test suite and
its corresponding versions.
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Through the settings module, the user can trigger jobs such as syncing and parsing of files.
The user can also configure the sessions time out through this section.
The following are the high-level components of the application.
● High-Level Components
○ Login
○ Dashboard
○ Devices
○ Result
○ Test Suite
○ Test System View
○ Non Template View
○ Users
○ Template
■ Generate
■ View
○ Settings
■ Trigger Job
■ Session Settings

2. Installation
This section will guide the user to do the Installation of the Licensing Dongle, Docker, and
Test Reporter Application.

2.1 Dongle Installation
End-User needs the licensing Dongle to use and install the test reporter application. To
install Licensing Dongle, users need to double click on the setup file named as
“USBKeyDriver.exe”, which users can download from the link (InstallationFiles.zip) stated
later in the document. Double-clicking the exe will open the ‘Select Mode’ window as shown
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in the snapshot below. Then select the ‘Install’ option and click Ok. This will install the
necessary drivers onto the Windows system.

Once the driver setup is done successfully the following window will appear as shown
below. Click Ok and exit the setup window.

2.2 Docker Installation
Docker is a set of the platform as a service (PaaS) products that use OS-level virtualization
to deliver software in packages called containers.
Docker Toolbox installation on Windows
1. To install the Docker toolbox, the system should be set with the following
configuration.
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● It is preferable to have an Intel chipset motherboard to avoid
difficulties in the installation process.
● Hyper-V must be disabled.
○ Go to the “Control Panel/Turn Windows Features on or off
'' window and uncheck “Hyper-V” as shown below.
Note : If you are using Windows 10 Pro system then go to the
“Control Panel/Programs and Features/Turn Windows
features on or off” and uncheck “Hyper-V” as shown below.

Note: Windows 10 Home edition does not support Hyper-V. Whereas,
Windows 10 Pro and Enterprise edition can support Hyper-V.
● Virtualization must be enabled.
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Users can check the Virtualization in the Performance tab of “Task
Manager” as shown below.

2. If the virtualization is disabled, then you need to enable the virtualization
from BIOS settings. Note that each BIOS has its own interfaces and ways to
set the virtualization. For example, see below for one of the common
methods to set virtualization in BIOS.
a. Press the “Restart” option from your system (or you can also do
while power on), while the system is restarting press and hold F2 or
DEL to get into system BIOS.
b. Go to the “Advanced” settings menu and there you will see the
Virtualization option.
c. Set the Virtualization option to Enable and then save the changes and
exit the settings. Refer to the snapshot given below.
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3. For installing docker and other setup files click on the link given below.
http://document.ulinkreporter.com/InstallationFiles.zip
The above link will download the “InstallationFiles.zip”, which consist of
following files:
a. Docker Toolbox setup.
b. Oracle VM VirtualBox setup.
c. USBKeyDriver.exe
d. create_folder_script.bat
e. docker-compose.yml
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Once downloaded extract the zip file and double click on the Docker Toolbox
setup file and initiate the docker installation process.
Important: Please install Docker in \Users\<XXX>\Documents\Docker
Toolbox as shown below, where <XXX> is the current user system’s name.
And copy all the extracted files to this folder.

Clicking Next button will open the “Select Components” window. Select ‘Full
Installation’ option from the dropdown as shown below.
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Click Next to proceed to ‘Select Additional Tasks’. In this step make sure you
have checked all the checkboxes as shown in the snapshot below.
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Finally click Install in the “Ready to Install” window (as shown below) to
complete the Docker Toolbox setup.
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Note: If the following window pops up while installing the docker then click
Install button and continue.
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4. Once the docker installation process is complete, double click on “Oracle VM
VirtualBox'' setup file for installation of the VirtualBox VM. Click the required
button(‘Yes’ or ‘Next’) and continue to install VirtualBox VM successfully.
Note: For AMD chipset, please refer to section 2.4 #3 before proceeding.
If the “VirtualBox-Information” window(shown in the snapshot below) is
opened then cancel the window as we will be using the same version which is
provided in the ‘InstallationFiles.zip’ file.

5. Next, we need to follow a few steps to create docker-machine with USB
support,
Create docker-machine with default configurations.
Launch “Docker Quickstart Terminal” from the desktop. Wait for a few
minutes and the “Default” VirtualBox will be created.
This will automatically create the docker-machine with default
configurations and once the docker is started you can be able to see the
Docker icon on the Docker Quickstart Terminal as shown in the screenshot
below.
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Note: If the docker symbol did not appear on the screen then there can be
some problem in starting docker.
Please check section 2.4 Troubleshooting to address the problem.
If the docker is started properly, verify the created docker-machine using the
following command
docker-machine ls
The commands execution in the PowerShell/git bash/docker terminal is as
shown below.
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6. To run the vboxmanage command you must add PATH ("C:\Program
Files\Oracle\VirtualBox") to System variables.
7. To add the System variable(Path) go to “Control Panel\System and
Security\System” click on “Advanced system settings”. Then in the System
Properties click on “Environment Variables”.
Note: In a few systems you can open System Properties from “Control
Panel\System” and then click on “Advanced system settings”.
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Once you click the Environment variables window will be opened and in that
search for the Path in section “System variables”. Double click on the Path
variable and click “New” button to add new paths (C:\Program
Files\Oracle\VirtualBox; C:\Program Files\Git\cmd;
C:\Users\<XXX>\Documents\Docker Toolbox) as shown in the
screenshot given below.
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Click “OK” when it's done and exit the ‘Edit Environment Variable’ window
and then click “OK” to save and exit ‘Environment Variables’.
Note: Do not add the path if it is already present in the variable.
8. Now go back to “Docker Quickstart Terminal” and follow the next steps.
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You need to enable USB support in VirtualBox for your VM default. For that,
you have to stop the docker-machine and then add USB support.
So to stop the docker-machine use the following command
docker-machine stop
Then use the following to add USB support to the virtual box.
vboxmanage modifyvm default --usb on
Use the following command to set the RAM memory of the virtual machine.
vboxmanage modifyvm default --memory 4096
Once this is done start the docker-machine again
docker-machine start
Refer to the snapshot given below for the results when you hit the above
commands into the docker terminal.

9. Now connect your dongle to the system and follow steps to add a USB filter
to the virtual box.
a. Open the “Oracle VM VirtualBox” (from your desktop) and click on
the settings as shown in the snapshot below.
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The ‘Settings’ will be visible only if the default menu is active.

b. In the Settings, click on the “USB” option. The window shown below
will be displayed.
Then click on the add button and click on the ‘Marx USB’ as shown in
the screenshot below.
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c. Once you select the USB you will be able to see the name of the USB in
the USB Device Filters section as shown below.
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Once you have done, click OK. The dongle USB is now configured with
a virtual box.
10. Activate the correct environment to use the Docker Machine in VM default.
Use the following command to do so.
eval “$(docker-machine env default)”
Note: Do not copy and paste, quotes in the command should be typed
manually.
11. Before going to the next step, add the following to the ‘config.json’ which is
located in the folder
C:/Users/<usersystemName>/.docker/machine/machines/default/conf
ig.json.
In that file, find for “InsecureRegistry”: [] and edit as follows
"InsecureRegistry": ["docker.ulinkreporter.com:80"]
Refer to the snapshot given below.
Note: Do not copy and paste, quotes in the command should be typed
manually.
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Save the .json file and enter the command given below in the ‘Docker
Quickstart Terminal’ window to stop the docker machine:
docker-machine stop
Once the docker machine is stopped then close the ‘Docker Quickstart
Terminal’ and restart docker by double clicking on ‘Docker QuickStart
Terminal’ from your Desktop.
12. You need to do some additional configuration for port forwarding on your
local system. To configure the ports follow the steps given below.
a. Open the “Oracle VM VirtualBox” (from your desktop) and click on
the settings.
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b. In the Settings window click on the Network menu from the left side
menu bar and expand the ‘Advanced’ option. Then click on the Port
Forwarding button to add the ports to be forwarded.

c. Add the parameters to the Port Forwarding Rules as shown in the
snapshot given below. Ignore the ‘ssh’ port details from the
screenshot as that is by default created by the system and Host
port values may be different for different PCs.
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Note: If the ‘Windows Security/Alert’ pops up as shown in the snapshot below
then click the ‘Allow Access’ button.
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12. We need to create the folder structure in our system to process the test
comparator data. For that, double click on the “create_folder_script.bat” file
which is downloaded with Docker setup file in Step3.
Note: If you double-click the create_folder_script.bat file, the command
window will be opened and closed executing all the commands in it.
This will create the folder structure in the “C:\ulink_TR\Documents\”
folder and you are ready to process data for test cases.
Go to “C:\ulink_TR\Documents\ulink” folder and verify that all the folder
structures are created successfully.
13. Now click on the Shared Folders option on the left menu of ‘Settings’ of

Oracle VM VirtualBox (refer Step 11). We have to add a new shared folder
here as shown in the snapshot below. Add the Folder Path as “C:\ulink_TR”
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which is your folder created after Step 12 and add the Folder Name as
“c/ulink_TR”. Keep the Auto-mount and Make permanent checkboxes as
shown in the snapshot.

This will complete the docker installation and other configuration setups on
the Windows system.
Now, restart the system to apply all the changes which you have made.
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2.3 Test Reporter(TR) Installation
1. We need the docker-compose file to start the application. The
“docker-compose.yml” is downloaded in Step 3 along with the setup files.
Notes:
● Please make sure the file is stored in .yml extension only.
● Make sure the docker-compose.yml file is placed in the location
\Users\<XXX>\Documents\Docker Toolbox, where <XXX> is the current
user system’s name and the location where Docker Toolbox is installed.
2. Connect the licensing dongle to the system and start the Docker Quickstart
terminal if you haven’t done so. Type the following command to start installing Test
Reporter.
docker-compose up -d
Note: Wait for at least 5 minutes to start the server and then proceed to the next
steps.
3. Once the installation is completed, go to the web browser and type in localhost:6001
or <PC’s IP>:6001 to go to the Test Reporter Portal. Users typing in <PC’s IP>:6001
in their browser are able to go to the ULINK Test Reporter page of the said server
and log in (if login is created by the admin to the user).
4. Now, you will have the Test reporter application up and running. You can use the
login credentials to log in to the portal.
Please contact the company management for the login credentials.
Note: Should you have a problem logging in after waiting, close the terminal, TR
browser and restart your computer and start with step 2 above again.
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5. Once you click on the login button then you will be driven to the Product
Configuration page. Here you need to enter the product key (16 alphanumeric
characters) and password (8 alphanumeric characters) which was given by
the ULINK team.
6. You will be able to access the portal once you finish the above steps.
Note: If the dongle is not connected before you perform Step 2 of TR Installation. Or if you
have disconnected the dongle in between any operation and if the Test reporter portal is
asking for the licensing dongle connection then reconnect the dongle and restart the
application.
To restart the application you need to first stop the application using the below command
docker-compose down
and then start by using the command given in step 2.
7. You can add the Csv and Log files in the syncData folder which was created in Step
13 of the Docker Toolbox installation on Windows. Please refer below document
for folder structure.
http://document.ulinkreporter.com/FolderStructure_Setup-ULINK_TR.pdf

2.4 Troubleshooting
1. You may face a few challenges while pulling the images from the server which may
be due to network issues.
● Get http://docker.ulinkreporter.com:80/v2/: net/http: request canceled
while waiting for connection (Client.Timeout exceeded while awaiting
headers)
● Error pulling image configuration: Get
http://docker.ulinkreporter.com:80/v2/testjarimage/blobs/sha256:cdb883
e486844eae0c90fdd1a264b4e3f612fdc4675ce076176fad2e120da77a: dial
tcp 3.15.1.5:80: i/o timeout
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● Get http://docker.ulinkreporter.com:80/v2/userjarimage/manifests/1.0:
dial tcp 3.15.1.5:80: i/o timeout
The following is the solution for the above challenges:
Solution: You need to stop the docker container and restart again. To stop the
docker container use below command
docker-compose down
To start the docker container using the command given below. It is also given in step
2 of the Test Reporter installation.
docker-compose up -d
2. Error in creating machine : If you have a problem in starting the docker as shown in
the snapshot given below use the following steps to resolve the problem.

Make sure you have turned on the Virtualization and turned off the HyperV of the
system(Refer Step1 of Docker Toolbox Installation).
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If you have done both the settings of HyperV and Virtualization incorrectly, then
please make sure the Oracle VM Virtualbox is installed properly.
You can uninstall the VirtualBox and install the latest version which is provided in
the InstallationFiles.zip file(Refer Step 3 of Docker Toolbox Installation).
3. Troubleshooting with AMD chipset, Ryzen processor:
If you get an error while starting the docker as shown in the snapshot below. It
generally occurred with AMD.

To resolve the problem, follow the steps given below:
First, make sure that you have turned on the Virtualization and turned off the
HyperV.
If you are still facing the problem then you need to disable the VT-X check. To
disable this, follow the below steps.
a. Go to the "Docker Toolbox" folder, and find the start.sh file.
b. Right click the start.sh file and open it as a notepad file.
c. Once the file is opened, find for the section as shown in the snapshot below.
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d. You need to modify the last line (marked in red colored box in the previous
snapshot) and add the following in the existing command as shown in the
snapshot below.
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Once you update the line, save the file and start the docker by double clicking
the “Docker Quickstart Terminal” icon on desktop.

2.5 Test Reporter(TR) updates in case of bug fix/feature improvement
We can implement the following method to update the TR application in case of a
bug fix or any feature update.
Step1: Stop the running server.
Note: Perform this step only if you are running the previous version of the server in
docker.
Go to the folder where docker-compose.yml is located and stop the running server
using the following command:
docker-compose down
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Step2: Pull the new image using the same image name.
When we have a bug fix or any feature improvements in the TR application then the
updated version of the TR application can be obtained by using the docker pull method.
The syntax for the docker pull is given below.
Check the existing images using the following command.
docker images

You will see all the images available in the system as shown in the above snapshot.
Now use the docker pull command to pull the new image from the repository.
docker pull docker.ulinkreporter.com:80/userjarimage:1.0
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Note: The image name should be the same as that of the previous image. Please refer to the
above snapshot.
Once userjarimage is pulled successfully use the following commands to pull the remaining
images from the repository.
Test - image:
docker pull docker.ulinkreporter.com:80/testjarimage:1.0
Nginx - image:
docker pull docker.ulinkreporter.com:80/nginx:1.0
Step3: Start the server.
Once the new images are pulled, Go to the folder where docker-compose.yml is
stored and then use the following command to start the TR server.
docker-compose up
Note: Refer Appendix F if the older Test reporter version was below TR v4.3.5
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3. Features
3.1 Login
The user can log in to the application by going to the home page and clicking on the ‘sign in’
button which will prompt the user to put in the email and password to go to the
application.
3.1.1 Landing page

The above is the welcome page of the ULINK Test Reporter project. On this page
Contact-Us, Privacy and Policy, and Terms of Use links are available.
For any queries/support contact on tr.support@ulinktech.com
3.1.1.1 Contact-Us page
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When users click on the Contact-Us link, the page will navigate to the Ulink contact-us page.
Here users can put his information to contact.
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3.1.1.2 Privacy and Policy

After clicking the “Privacy and Policy” link, users will be directed to the above page.
The above page demonstrates all Policies and Agreements.
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3.1.1.3 Terms of Use

After clicking the “Terms of Use” link, the user will be navigated to the above page.
The above page demonstrates all Terms of Use.
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3.1.2 Sign-in Page

Users who have already registered for the ULINK Web Application can sign in by:
Entering their Email-Id and Password
Thereafter click the Login button to go to the next screen and begin using the application.
The user is not allowed to log in to the application with the same email id if he/she has
already an existing session. One user can have only one session at a time(provided the
server they are using is the same).
● Forgot Password
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If a user forgets the password, then the user can click on the ‘Forgot Password ?’ link to
reset it. The process is described below:
3.1.2.2 Accept Terms and Conditions

When the user Log-in to the portal for the first time then the “Accept Terms and
Conditions” page will pop-up.
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3.1.3 Usage Mode (Online/Offline)
There are two modes to use the Test Reporter Application. The one is online mode and the
other is offline mode.
The online mode is the mode when the user’s system is connected to the internet. When
connected to the internet, end-users will be able to receive the mails(activation, forgot
password, and so on) which are described in the subsequent sections. While in the offline
mode the super admin will be given the privilege to handle the end-users profile, in case
the user faces any trouble using the application.

3.1.4 Forgot Password Page

When the user clicks “Forgot password?” the link he/she comes to the Forgot Password
page.
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By entering his/her registered email id, the user is able to reset the password through the
reset password link sent via email. The mail can be sent only when the user is in online
mode.
Unlike forgot password in online mode, users do not have any provision to reset the
password when working in offline mode. The only available option is to delete the existing
user and create a new user.
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3.1.5 Notification Email Template

The above is a snapshot of the Forgot Password Email Template which is received in the
user’s inbox once the user puts the email address for resetting the password.
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Note: In the case you are accessing the Test Reporter from some other network then you
need to enter the Host System IP address instead of the URL as mentioned in above
snapshot. The following is the example for your information:
Replace “http://localhost:6001/resetPassword/KqASrdwZiP” with the IP address as
“http://192.168.1.1:6001/resetPassword/KqASrdwZiP”.

3.2 Dashboard
The dashboard page consists of the following contents.
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3.2.1 Timelines
In the timeline(days), all-time data from start to current date is displayed.
Operations: Count/number of days from the day of the application was installed
till the current date.
Data Logging: Count from the earliest data date to the current date.

3.2.2 Drives/Devices
Drives/Devices contains the counts of interface types.
TOTAL - Contains total counts of interface types.
SATA - It shows total counts of SATA devices and when clicked on the SATA link, the page
redirects to the devices screen with sorted results of SATA devices.
SAS - It shows total counts of SAS devices and when clicked on the SAS link, the page
redirects to the devices screen with sorted results of SAS devices.
NVMe - It shows total counts of NVMe devices and when clicked on the NVMe link, the page
redirects to the devices screen with sorted results of NVMe devices.

3.2.3 Data Size
Data size, size of the CSV, and the log files displayed as well as the current database size are
also displayed.
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All Data- It shows the data of all file sizes.
Raw Data- It shows the total size of CSV files and log files.
Database size- It shows the current database size.
Available Disk size - It is the free space available on the C drive. If the disk space exceeds
80% then the field value will be marked in the red color to indicate the disk space is getting
full.
3.2.4 Records Info
All the Raw records, Completed Records, Error, Visible, and Deleted records are

displayed in record info.

Raw Records- It shows the count of all raw records.
Complete Records- It shows the count of completed records and when clicked on the link of
complete records the page redirects to the test result page with the sorted completed
records.
Visible Records- It shows the count of visible records and when clicked on the link of visible
records, the page redirects to the test result page with sorted visible records.
Error Records- It shows the count of error records.
Deleted Records- It shows the total count of deleted records and when clicked on the deleted
records link, the page redirects to the recycle bin page and displays the deleted records.

3.2.5 Parsed Test Results
Count of parsing test results of interface types displays in parsed test results.

Total Count - It shows the total count of interface types- SAS, SATA, and NVMe.
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SATA - It shows the total count of parsed test results when clicked on the SATA interface
link page redirects to the test result page and displays the records of the SATA interface.
SAS - It shows the total count of parsed test results when clicked on the SAS interface link,
page redirects to the test result page, and displays the records of the SAS interface.
NVMe - It shows the total count of parsed test results of the NVMe interface and when
clicked on the NVMe interface link, the page redirects to the test result page and displays
the records of the NVMe interface.
3.2.6 Parsing Statistics
Parsing statistics show the current state of the file i.e idle, syncing, and parsing.

3.2.7 Parsing summary card
 In parsing summary, Complete, Incomplete, and error count displays.

Completed Count: It shows the total count of completed parsed records as per the selected
value in the dropdown.
Incompleted Count: It shows the total count of incompleted parsed records as per the
selected value in the dropdown.
Error count: It shows the total count of error parsed records as per the selected value in the
dropdown.
Non-template records: It shows the total count of non-template records as per the selected
value in the dropdown.
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3.2.8 User Summary
In the user summary, count of the public user, admin user, and the total number of users
are displayed.
Total User - It shows the total number of users of the system.
Admin user - it shows the total number of admin users.
Public user - It shows the total number of public users.

3.2.9 Test Result Statistics
It shows the count of Pass and Fail results as well as total results. Users can select the
Days/Months/Year from the drop-down of test result statics. As per the user’s selection the
count of Pass and Fail results get displayed.
Pass Results:- By clicking on the count of pass result, the page navigates to the Test result
view page and displays the count of Pass results.
Fail Results:- By clicking on the count of Fail results, the page navigates to the Test result
view page and displays the count of Fail results.
Total Result:- By clicking on the count of Total Results, Page navigates to the Test result
view page and displays the count of total results.

3.3 Users
The “Users” page provides a listing of Active, Last Logged, and all users.
3.3.1 Users Page- Active Users
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After logging into the ULINK Web Application, the user will go to the ULINK Home
Page or Users.
3.3.2 Active Users and Last Logged In Tabs
The dashboard contains both Active Users and last logged in users’ information.
By selecting the Active users' tab, the user is able to see all active users’ information like
First name, last name, email, country, timezone, and role.
Sorting
The sorting functionality is applicable to the First name Last name, Email, Country, and
Timezone columns.
Download
Through the Download option, the user is able to download both active as well as last
logged in users in PDF, CSV, and Excel format(s).
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3.3.3 Users Page- Last Logged In User

Last logged in
By selecting the last logged in tab, the user is able to see the last logged In user information
like First name Last name, Email, Country, Timezone, Role, and Last Login Time.
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3.4 Users Page

The “Users’’ page shows all active and pending user information. It contains fields such as
First name, Last name, Email, Country, Timezone, Status, Role.
The action column has a View and Delete option.
Search: Search is on the basis of content within the First Name and Email-id.
Sorting: Sorting is available on this page as well as we have on the Active Users page[See
3.2.1].
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3.4.1 Add User

Users will be asked to enter or select the following information (all items in red are
required):
● First Name, Last Name
● Email: Need to enter the user’s valid email address as the activation link will be sent
to the email address.
● Password(Only for Offline Mode): Password will be asked for the super admin user
only when the user is working in offline mode. The Super admin needs to enter the
password which will be later shared with the user.
● Role: By default role is Admin
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● Country: Select Country from the drop-down list.
● Timezone: As per selected country timezone gets applied.
Add - Select "Add" to submit the registration information and continue to the next screen.
After adding the new user, the account activation link is sent to the entered email id.
If the new user is added in the offline mode, then the account will be activated directly and
the user can log in once he knows the password.
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3.4.2 User Activation Template

The above is a snapshot of the Activation Template which is received in the user’s inbox
once the user gets to register.
Note: In the case you are accessing the Test Reporter from some other network then you
need to enter the Host System IP address instead of the URL as mentioned in above
snapshot. The following is the example for your information:
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Replace “http://localhost:6001/activateUser/TNAByXgwtj” with the IP address as
“http://192.168.1.1:6001/activateUser/TNAByXgwtj”.

3.4.3 Account Settings Page- Update User information and password

The following fields can be modified if the user needs to update his/her user profile:
The user will be able to update the information such as First name, Last name, and Country
through the account settings page(Top right corner).
Change Your Password:
The user can update the password through the Change Your Password hyperlink. After
password updating, the session continues as it is.
Change Your Email Address:
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The functionality to change the email address is only for the Super admin user. Super
admin can change the mail address and also update the other information given on the
page.
3.4.4 View User Page

View Users:
To view the user’s information, one can select a view option from the Action drop-down
menu.
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3.4.5 User Delete Confirmation Page

Delete User:
To delete a particular user, select the delete option from the Action dropdown menu.

3.5 Devices
The Devices section provides the details such as the Device Id, its capacity, Interface(I/F)
type, First date(The first test results start date), Last date(The Last test results start date),
the count of test performed on this device along with the option to delete the device row.
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3.5.1 Devices View Page

The devices’ view section acts as a repository of all the devices belonging to the device
database.
It has the option to view and delete the devices.
The user can perform the device search, filter on date range, sort, and download of the
device list through this section.
Search - Text search can be performed on the device Id column on the basis of the device
name.
Date Range - The device can be filtered on the date range which is applied on the first date
and last date column of the device page.
Download
Through the Download option, the user is able to download all devices in PDF, CSV, and
Excel format(s).
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Set refresh Interval - User can select the refresh page time by selecting the time from drop
down. After selecting the time from drop down, the page will get refreshed in the specified
time.
Device details consist of the following fields which have been extracted and persisted in the
application on the basis of the uploaded CSV test result files.
● Device Id
● Capacity
● Interface(I/F) type
● First Date
● Last Date
● Test performed - This depicts the count of total test results performed.
Through this section, the user should be able to see the details of the test performed.
● Action Column - Through this column users are able to delete the device. User can
add the comments by clicking on the edit icon.
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3.5.2 Device Delete Confirmation

When the user goes to delete a particular device, the confirmation pop-up comes up. It
prompts for confirmation with a required message before deletion.
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3.5.3 Device Test Result View

By clicking on the Test performed count, the user is able to go to the Device Test Result
View page.
Search - Text search can be performed on the Test suite, Suite version, FW revision, Path,
and Software(S/W) version column.
This page displays all the information related to device and test results performed on that
device such as:
● Device id
● Capacity
● Model no.
● Serial no.

It contains Test result information such as :
● Compare - This feature is used to compare the test results within the same Test
suites only.
● Test Suite
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●
●
●
●
●
●

Test Suite Version
Test Software(S/W) Version
Firmware(FW) Revision
Start Date
Status- This column shows the Complete or Incomplete file status.
Action Column - It consists of the following items
1. Visibility - As per status, the file will be available for comparison. The user
can change file visibility to visible or invisible.
2. Source - It shows the path of the test result file.
3. The source path has file preview and download option
4. View - Through this column the user is able to see the test result view.
● Delete test result- Through this column user is able to delete the test result
The deleted test results will show in recycle-bin and through the recycle-bin, the
user is able to either restore test results or purge test results.
The Device test result view page contains filters as well as sorting functionality.
Filters are applied to the following parameters:
● Test Suite
● Test Suite Version
● Test Software(S/W) Version
● Firmware(FW) Revision
● Source Path(Machine Path)
● Visibility- Visible, invisible. Default is all.
● Status-Complete or Incomplete file status. Default is all.
● Date range(Start date and End date)
● Days(Time since ‘n’ days)
● Result(Result Status - Pass/Fail) - Default is All
Note - When the user selects the date range then the days’ filter will show days as per the
dates and vice versa.
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3.5.4 Test Result Directory View Structure

By clicking on the source icon within the Action column, the user is able to see the directory
view structure.
Preview/Download- Through this section, the user is able to preview and/or download
the particular file.
Zip Download- Through this section user is able to download the whole folder as .zip
format
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3.5.5 File Preview

By clicking on a particular file within the directory structure, the user is able to preview the
file first and then able to download(if required).
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3.5.6 Test Result Single View

This page shows the test result view of the file.
Through the view on the action column of the Device Test Result View page the user comes
to the screen (as shown above).
The Test Result View page contains all the information related to Test Results such as Meta
Info, Summary and Key and its corresponding value.
Test Status filter - Users can apply the filter on the basis of value such as Pass, Fail, ND,
NM, NC, Warn, and so on.
Download:
As per filter selection, the user will be able to download the test result in CSV and Excel
format.
Alignment:
The test result view page has alignment adjustment functionality.
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The user can change alignment to align left, align center, and align right so that the
corresponding cases(test case,subcase1,subcase2) test result values within each row are
aligned accordingly.
It is applicable for excel file download also.
3.5.7 Device Info
This is an important feature of the application where the selected device is displayed in a
table format with Devices as the column and Identify keys as values.

Clicked on a single device interface displays the single view table with identify values and
device id along with the download options.
By switching the tab IDFY_CTR and IDFY_NS for the NVMe device displays the .bin file’s
data in the form of a table.
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3.5.8 Device Comparison
By selecting multiple devices with the same interface type (other devices get disable) and
clicking on the device info button, the page redirects to the Device comparison page where
the table displays with the device id and identifies key values and its description for
selected devices.
It contains below features:
1. Compare: By enabling the switch button above every device name and clicking on
the compare button, only the enabled devices are displayed for comparison.
2. Reset: Enabled devices for comparison can be reset to the original page once
clicked on the reset button.
3. Remove: Enabled devices can be removed by clicking on the remove button.
4. IDFY_CTR : Enabled IDFY_CTR displays .bin file data of NVMe devices.
5. IDFY_NS : Enabled IDFY_NS displays .NS file data of NVMe devices.
Note: We get IDFY and IDFY_LOG buttons on SATA devices which display the Identify bin
and Identify Log bin file data for the device respectively.
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3.6 Test System View
In this feature, the table is developed with the list of systems along with the timestamp of
the machine with a pass or fail status of the last result.
The purpose is to identify whether the test system is running or stopped.
The page contains the following elements:
1. Search box - Users can search for the system name by entering the name in the
search box.
2. Date Range - Users can filter the system names based on the specified date. This
filter works with the last date column available on the table.
3. Group Name - Group name of the system is displayed.
4. System Name - System/Machine name is displayed.
5. First Date - It is the date when the system starts.
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6. Last Date - It is the date of the latest system status to determine as to when the
system is running or stopped(i.e. It is the Date and Time when the system has
provided the last update).
7. Status - The status is Running/Stopped/Stopped_Today. If the system is running the
status will display as ‘Running’ and if the system is stopped and if it does not have
an update for more than a day then the status will display as ‘Stopped’.
‘Stopped_Today’ will be displayed when the system is stopped operating on the
same day.
8. Last Status - The last status can be Pass/Fail/Unknown. If the Status of the system
is ‘Running’ and if the system has not produced any test result file yet then the Last
Status will be ‘Unknown’. The Last status ‘Unknown’, is also shown when we do not
have any result available for the particular system which is irrespective of the Status
of the system. Whereas, If the Status of the system is ‘Stopped’ then the Last Status
will be either Pass or Fail depending on the last test result.
9. Test Count - It shows the count of test results for the Test System and by clicking
on that count we will be redirected to the Result page where users can see which
results are associated with that Test System.
10. Action - The download icon in the Action column provides the download
functionality. Users can download the last result produced by the system.
Users can delete the Test System using the delete icon in the Action column. Deleting
the Test system will delete all the corresponding Test Results and the comparison
results.
Before deleting the Test System user needs to delete the respective folder from the
syncData which is present in the disk/drive. Once the folder is deleted then only the
user can delete the Test System from the Test Reporter portal.
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3.6.1 Sync DriveMaster files to Test Reporter
Users need to sync the files from the DriveMaster Log folder to the Data Repository Log
folder of the test system to know the status of the system in the Test System View.
The two snapshots given below show the source and destination path of the folder which
the user needs to sync.
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3.6.2 Steps to sync files
Step 1The snapshot below shows the Sync settings along with the file paths in the Test PC and the
local server which needs to be synced.
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Step 2Shown below is a step to save sync settings as a Batch Job by clicking on the relevant icon.

Step 3 -

This step shows how to create a basic task of the sync settings batch file. Browse and
choose the relevant Batch file for sync settings.
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Step 4 Refer below snapshot to schedule the sync setting batch script.
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Once this batch file is created. We can schedule this batch file in the Windows Task
Scheduler to execute it periodically.

3.7 Non-Template View

I n this feature, csv and log files are displayed which do not have templates.
Users can download the whole zip folders of non-template records or he/she can download
a single file or folder as well.
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1. Search box- Users can search the system by entering the system name in the search
box.
2. Date Range - User can filter the systems based on the specified date.
3. Group Name- Group names of systems are displayed in the group name column.
4. System Name- System names are displayed in the system name column.
5. Path - Path of the system displayed in path column.
6. Date- Last updated date and time of the folder is displayed in the Date column.
7. Action - When clicked on the action icon, the directory structure of the selected
system is displayed with collection of folder and files. Users can download the whole
zip folder or single file or folder by clicking on the download icon.
Date and time of the creation of the folder is displayed in front of every folder and
file.
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3.8 Test Result
3.8.1 Test Result View

By clicking on the Results module within the menu section(located at the left side of the
screen) the user is navigated to the Test Result View screen.
This is one of the most important features of the application. It is used to compare the test
results within the same Test Suites. “Test Result View” page shows all parsed CSV files
whose template is available.
Search - Text search can be performed on the Device Id, Test suite, Suite version, I/F type,
FW revision, Path, and S/W version column.
Set refresh Interval - User can select the refresh page time by selecting the time from drop
down. After selecting the time from drop down, the page will get refreshed in the specified
time.
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It contains the Test result information as detailed below:
● Compare - This feature is used to compare the test results within the same Test
Suites only.
● Device Id - Please note that If the device id is not available in the CSV file, then the
device id is generated on the basis of the combination of model and serial number.
● Test Suite
● Test Suite Version
● Test Software(S/W) Version
● Firmware(FW) Revision
● Start Date
● Status - Column shows the Complete or Incomplete file status
● Action Column 1. As per status, the file will be available for comparison. The user can change
file visibility to visible or invisible.
2. Src path- It shows the source path of the Test Result file.
The source path has a file preview and download option.
3. Edit icon- User can add comments for the test result by clicking on the edit
icon.
● Delete - Through this column the user is able to delete the test result.
Filters:
As per filter selection, the user is able to filter all test results.
Filters are applied to the following parameters:
● Interface(I/F) Type
● Test Suite
● Test Suite Version
● Test Software(S/W) Version
● Firmware(FW) Revision
● Path(Machine Path)
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● Date Range
● Days(Time since ‘n’ days)
Note - When the user selects the date range then the days’ filter will show days as
per the dates and vice versa.
● Status - Filter shows ‘Complete’ or ‘Incomplete’ and the default is ‘All’.
● Visibility - Visible, Invisible, and the default is ‘All’.
● Result- Pass, Fail and the default is ‘All’.
3.8.2 Recycle Bin

This page shows all deleted test results along with filters.
Through this page, the user is able to restore all/selected test results or permanently delete
them by selecting the checkbox.
Filters applied to the parameters are the same as that we have in Test Result View[See
3.5.1].
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3.8.3 Delete Test result

When the user goes to delete a particular/all test result, the confirmation pop-up comes up.
It prompts for confirmation with a required message before deletion.
3.8.4 Test Result Comparison
Select more than 10 records and click on the compare button, the user is navigated to the
Test Result Comparison screen as shown below.
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The page shows the comparison among the selected test results as per the keys and its
corresponding values(Pass, Fail, ND, NM, NA, Warn, and so on).
If the selected records are more than 10 then by using Select Range dropdown user is able
to see all the records.
Example: If 12 records are selected for comparison then on 1st page 10 records are shown
by default and the Select Range dropdown has a sequence like 1-10, 11-12.
Once the user selects the range say, 11-12, the rest of the two records are shown.
Test Status Filter- Users can apply the filter on the basis of value such as Pass, Fail, ND,
NM, NC, Warn, and so on.
Download- As per the test filter selection, the user is able to download the records in CSV
or Excel format.
The User can download all the records by selecting download All as CSV or Excel.
The User can download only a few of the records which are on the current page.
Selected/Deselected Column- This column has a Toggle icon. It is used to select a
particular record for comparison. Select a minimum of two records from the same test suite
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for comparison. The count of the selected records is also shown in the Test Result
Comparison page.
Note: The metadata section also shows the following details.
● Tested (The total count of Test cases Tested)
● Passed (The total count of Test cases Passed)
● Pass With Waiver(The total count of Test cases Waived)
● Failed (The total count of Test cases Failed)
● Not tested (The total count of Test cases Not tested)
The above details usually come up in the CSV test result files.
However, in the CSV result files of those Test Suites in which these details do not
appear(for example in NVMe-PTC Test Result), the system calculates and add the counts of
Tested, Passed, Failed, Not Tested by looking at the status of Test cases and adding the total
counts accordingly.
Similarly, when one downloads the data in the CSV or excel format, one is able to see the
total count of Tested, Passed, Failed, and Not Tested Test cases.3.8.5 Test Result
Comparison - Selected Records Comparison
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Through the toggle icon within the Selected/Deselected column, when the user selects
more than one record for comparison it navigates to the below screen.

Compare - By clicking on the Compare button the selected records get compared.
Reset - When the user clicks on the Reset button, the selected records get refreshed.
Remove - When the user clicks on the Remove button then the selected test result will be
removed from the comparison.
3.8.5 Pre-Processor MechanismIt is a Mechanism to process the SATA-IO template which follows a different template
pattern.
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3.9 Template
3.9.1 Upload Template

Select the template menu on the left side of this page to upload the template.
Choose File:
Select ‘Choose File’ to browse for the template file on your computer.
Upload:
Select the ‘Upload’ button to upload the file selected in the Choose File box.
Description:
This text box is about to put some comments about the version template(Short description
about version template)
Set Keys* as per this Template:
It represents the cases that can be displayed based on the version template which is being
uploaded. Note: The latest master templates of each suite will be installed when
installing Test Reporter.
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After Clicking on the upload button, the above modal appears.
Modal contains the Test suite and Test version name. If the particular Test Suite and Test
Version are already uploaded, then the following note is displayed.
Note: Template with the given test suite & version already exists. Do you want to update?
If ‘Yes’ is selected then the already existing Template is updated. In case if the Test Suite
and Version does not exist, then the new template/version will be created based on the
selected file upload.
Select ‘Cancel’ to return to the template upload page.
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3.9.2 Case Mapping

Once the Template is uploaded, the user is able to come to the screen as shown above.
● This will help to have test cases, subcases with different description but the same
test criteria in nature so to be able to compare
● The user will have an interface in which he will be able to see the master and the
version template side by side.
● The left side depicts the master template
● The right side depicts the version template
● Through this page, the user will be able to index/map the test cases/subcases
(having a different description) manually within different versions of the same test
suite.
Indexing/Mapping process:
● The user will browse the template file to upload and then click on submit.
● When the user is uploading a new version template, the user will be able to see the
master template and the contents of the new version side by side.
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● The contents of the new version will already have most of the mapping done as
compared with the master template based on the application key.
● User has the option to map the cases by dragging and dropping of the test
cases/subcases of the master template to the version template
This section will comprise of 3 buttons namely: Validate, Reset, and Next
● Reset: This button will reset the version template to the initial values which were
there during template upload.
● Next: The next button will be clicked by the user once he has done the validation
from his side and it is ok that the template can now go to the Compare view.
● Cancel - It will cancel the process
● At each test case/subcase level also, there will be an option to reset the test
case/subcase back to its original value which was existing at the time of template
file upload.
This page has an info icon:
This will help the user to identify or use the icons and symbols used on this page.
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3.9.3 Compare View

When the user clicks the NEXT button then it will navigate to compare view.
Here, the user can review the mapping and click on ‘Back’ . It will go to the previous page
for map cases or ‘Next’ to go to the next screen/page.
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3.9.4 Waiver Template

When the user clicks on the Next button it will come to this screen. This will have the
template view where the user can change the waiver switch button (wherever and if
required)
Back: By clicking on this button user will go back to the compare view
Submit: After clicking this button the template gets uploaded.
Cancel: It will cancel the whole process.
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3.9.5 Reparse Test Results

While uploading the version template which already exists the page asks for the “Do you
want to Reparse the Test Results? as per this version template. '' Once the user clicks on the
‘yes’ it will reparse the test results and ‘no’ will remain the test result as it is.
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3.9.6 Template Sequence

After the template gets submitted, the user is able to navigate to the Template sequence
page.
● By dragging and dropping users can change the sequence of the test cases as
required.
● This reset icon will reset the template to the initial values which were there during
template upload.
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3.9.7 Template List

Once the template gets uploaded then its Master and Version template gets generated.
Select the View menu on the left side of the page to view the uploaded template.
Grid view: Grid view contains the Test suite name, Master view, its version, and action
column.
Master view: To see the master template, select the test suite name hyperlink from the
master view column.
Version: To see the uploaded version of that particular test suite, select view hyperlink
from the version column.
Action: It has the provision of an update sequence and deletes the template.
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3.9.7.1 Update Sequence

Through this page, the user is able to rearrange the sequence of the test cases.
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3.9.7.2 Delete Master Template

When the user goes to delete a particular template, the confirmation pop-up comes up. It
prompts for confirmation with a required message before deletion.
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3.9.8 Master Template View

The master template view contains consolidated cases of the uploaded version.
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3.9.9 Template Version List Page

The template version list page shows the uploaded test suite version name and the option
to view the template version.
Description: The description column shows a short description of the version template.
Action: The column consists of the following features:
● After clicking on the download icon user is able to download the uploaded version
template
● Clicking on the Favorite/Unfavorite icon user is able to mark the template as
Favorite/Unfavorite
● Clicking on the view icon, the user will be able to see the meta info, as well as cases
& subcases of the given template.
● Clicking on the update waiver icon, the user will have the option of
marking/unmarking the particular test case as waivered
● Clicking on the delete icon user is able to delete the particular template.
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3.9.10 Version Template View

The template view contains Meta Information, Summary, and Cases(Keys). For cases, the
following formats are taken into consideration:
● For Test Case, it is represented in Bold format
● For Subcase1, it is represented in Normal format
● For Subcase2, it is represented in the Italic format
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3.9.10.1 Update Waiver

Clicking on the update waiver icon, the user navigates to this page. The page has the option
of marking/unmarking the particular test case as waivered.
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3.9.10.2 Delete Version Template

When the user goes to delete a particular version template, the confirmation pop-up comes
up. It prompts for confirmation with a required message before deletion. Note that deleting
the test version will also delete its corresponding test results.
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3.10 System Settings
3.10.1 Trigger Job - Sync and Parse Files

Please refer the above snapshot for the trigger job
Currently, the application performs 3 jobs(running in the background) namely:
1. Sync File - Through this job all the files get synced
2. Parse file - Once the parse job is performed successfully, the user is able to view all
the test results whose template is uploaded (process status is FILE_PARSE_DONE)
within the application.
3. Parse * For those unprocessed files whose template was not uploaded earlier Through this job, the system will parse all those files whose template was not
uploaded previously.
4. Parse Identify Binary Files- For those processed files whose Binary files were not
parsed earlier.
5. Sync Non-Template Files - For those unprocessed files whose templates are not
uploaded in the system.
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3.10.2 Sessions Settings
The page has a tab for configuring the login session time.

Every application will have its own expiration time. Through the Configure Application
Session Timeout, the user can set the session time out duration.
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3.10.3 Configure General Settings

User can set the default days in a text box. Added default days will filter the test result data.
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3.11 Delete Functionality Process
3.11.1. Delete Device
a. Go to the Devices menu, and click on the delete icon.
b. Once a user performs the delete device action, the device gets deleted.
c. Deleting the device will also delete its corresponding test results. The
records/data from the database is marked deleted. The test results in the
GrabData and SyncData folder do not get deleted.
Note:
● Once the device gets deleted, one cannot restore that device and its
corresponding test results.
● As a user, there is no option to reinsert the device once it's deleted. However,
as a platform owner, one who has access to the database can trace the device
at the database level because the devices and their corresponding test results
are soft-deleted.
● The device gets re-inserted once the corresponding Test Results associated
with the device gets parsed again.

3.11.1. Delete Test Result
a. Go to the Result menu, and select the checkbox(s) from the delete column, after
that click on the Delete button.
b. Once the delete action is performed, the test result gets deleted. The deleted test
result goes to the Recycle Bin. From the recycle bin, one can restore all deleted
test results.
c. Through the recycle bin, the user will also be able to delete the test result.
However, deleting the Test Results will permanently delete records from the
system. The deleted result cannot be restored.
3.11.2. Delete Master Template
a. Go to the View menu under Script Template. In this section, the user can delete
the Master Template by clicking on the delete icon.
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b. Once the user clicks on the delete icon, the test suite gets deleted. Deleting the
Test Suite will also delete its corresponding versions and its test results.
3.11.3. Delete Version Template
a. Users can also delete the specific version of that test suite by clicking on the
version view.
b. Once the version gets deleted its corresponding test result also gets deleted.
Note: After re-uploading the version template, we can parse the deleted test
results again
For Example: Consider we have a test suite asTCG Certification - OPAL and its corresponding versions like
Script REV 2.7, Script REV 2.8, and Script REV 2.9.
Now, we have a master template of that Test suite and version template of given versions.
If we delete the master template(TCG Certification - OPAL) then all its corresponding
versions will get deleted along with test results.
However, please note that once the user re-uploads the version template of TCG
Certification - OPAL, then the corresponding Test Results data belonging to that Test
Suite/Version gets parsed again.
If we delete only the Script REV 2.9 version, then only its corresponding test results get
deleted. After re-uploading the version template, the corresponding Test Results data
belonging to that specific Test Suite Version gets parsed again.

4. License Information
By clicking on the login icon(besides the user name on the top right corner), the user will
have options of Account, Licensing Info, and Logout. When a user clicks on the Licensing
Info option, then the user will be navigated to the Licensing info page as shown in the
snapshot below.
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The page shows the following information of License:
a. Expiry Date:
The expiry date field shows the duration of the license will expire. After this date,
the user will not be able to access the Test Reporter Portal until the licenses are
reactivated.
b. Days Left:
This is the days count for the number of days remaining for the license to expire.
c. Product Version:
The product version of the License Test Reporter will be shown here.
d. Total User Limit:
This field shows the total number of users that can be added to the Test Reporter
system.
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e. Active License Dongle Users:
This field shows the number of users added to the system. The active users’ field will
be helpful to add the users to the portal.

5. Remote Update Management System(RUMS)
A remote Update is a tool that provides a convenient way to perform the updates of licensing
data objects(expiry date) programmed inside the CRYPTO-BOX(CBU) remotely.
There are certain steps to be followed if end-users are willing to update the licensing with the
ULINK- Test Reporter.

5.1 Initiate Remote Update at End-User side
End-user needs to initiate the remote update request to update the plan or extend the
expiry of the licensing. Steps to initiate the remote updates are given below.
1. To initiate the remote update for the Licensing Dongle, the end-user needs to
launch the Remote Update Utility Tool which he/she has received from ULINK
during the Licensing Dongle’s handover.
2. Double click on the RUpdate_XXX.exe file and open the Remote Update Utility
Tool.
3. Then the end-user needs to attach the Licensing Dongle which is to be updated
and click on the ‘Generate Transaction Request’ button as shown in the snapshot
given below.
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4. The generated request will be in the .rutr file format. End-user needs to save the
.rutr file to some location.
5. End-user needs to send this request file to the ULINK to update the Licensing
Dongle.

5.2 Executing the Activation Code at End-User side
Once the requested file is received by the ULINK Team, they will update and create an
activation code that needs to be executed at the end-user’s side. To renew the Licensing
Dongle end-user needs to follow the steps. Once these steps are executed the end-user may
have the updated Licensing Dongle.
1. Once the activation code is received by the end-user, only then a Remote update of the
Licensing Dongle can be performed.
2. The end-user needs to connect the Licensing Dongle and launch the Remote Update
Tool and click on the “Execute Activation Code” button as shown below.
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3. Browse and click on the activation code file(with .ruac extension) and click ‘Open’. The
activation file will be executed and loaded into the Licensing Dongle.
4. Reconnecting the Licensing Dongle and end-user is good to go with his updated
Licensing Dongle.
This completes the Remote Update for the Licensing Dongle which has been requested by
end-users.
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Appendix A - Template Generation Guidelines

1. The template should start with meta information
Meta Info

Remarks
●
●
●
●

TCG Certification - OPAL Test Result,Script REV 2.7
(License ULINK)
●
Tested by ULINK DriveMaster Professional (SATA+NET)
(x64) Version 7.1.1200 (6,2,1,0)

●

Meta info must start with the test suite and
version details
The meta info first line should provide details
such as test suite and test version
The test suite and test version should be
separated with a comma “,”
The license Part should be enclosed in brackets
after the test version e.g (License ULINK)
Pattern: Test Suite Name, Test Suite Version
Name (License Name)
The device interface should be enclosed inside a
bracket e.g (SATA+NET)
O.S bit type should be after the device interface
enclosed inside the bracket e.g (x64)

HBA NAME: INTEL(A),BUS=0 DEV=23
FUNC=0,VID=8086 DID=A102 ADDR=DFA4B000

HBA name pattern should have --> HBA NAME:

Register ID:, Micron_2.7g_0FFh

Device ID pattern should start as Register ID:
Or may have a combination of keys
Model Number:
Serial Number:
Note: Any one of the patterns must be required to get
device details

Start Date: Fri, August 11, 2017

Start Date pattern --> Start Date: should be in the format
of the day, month date, Year
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Time: 06:41:34 PM

Start Time must be after the start date row with the
pattern --> Time:
time should be in the format hh:mm:ss PM/AM

Total LBA:, 1465149168 (0x575466F0)

Total LBA Pattern should be Total LBA: LBA NAME

Capacity:, 750 G

Capacity pattern should be Capacity: _Capacity Value

2. Empty separate line/row after Meta Information & before the first Test
case/prerequisite
Tested by ULINK DriveMaster Professional (SATA+NET) (x64) Version
7.1.1200 (6,2,1,0)

Meta Info Started

HBA NAME: INTEL(A),BUS=0 DEV=23 FUNC=0,VID=8086 DID=A102
ADDR=DFA4B000
Register ID:, Micron_2.7g_0FFh
Start Date: Fri, August 11, 2017
Time: 06:41:34 PM
Total LBA:, 1465149168 (0x575466F0)
Capacity:, 750 G

Meta Info Ends
Empty Line

Check PSID support,PASS

Test case Title
First Test case started

Start Session - AdminSP, PASS

subcase1

Sync Session - AdminSP, PASS

subcase1

Next Request - Authority table, PASS

subcase1

Next Response - Authority table, PASS

subcase1

Check the PSID support, PASS

subcase1

End Session - Request, PASS

subcase1

End Session - Response, PASS

The first test case ends
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3. Every Test case should be separated with an empty line
4.3 Level 0 Discovery,PASS

Test case started

DMA: IF-RECV(Level 0 Discovery) with SP=01h;
Spcf=01h; Xfer=01h: Pass, PASS
Check the returned values from Level 0 Discovery, PASS

Test case ends
Test case separator line

4.4 Properties,PASS

Test Case Started

DMA: Properties with Host properties; Response - Pass,
PASS
Check the returned Host and TPer properties from
Properties method, PASS

Test case ends
Test case separator line

4.5 Taking Ownership of an SD,PASS

Test case started

StartSession - Admin SP; Sync Session: Pass, PASS
Get Request - C_PIN_MSID; Get Response: Pass, PASS
End Request - Admin SP; End Response: Pass, PASS
StartSession with MSID's PIN as SID - Admin SP; Sync
Session: Pass, PASS
Set the password for SID as <SID_password>; Set
Response: Pass, PASS
End Request - Admin SP; End Response: Pass, PASS
StartSession with <SID_password> as SID - Admin SP;
Sync Session: Pass, PASS
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Set the password for Admin1 as
<AdminSP_Admin1_password>; Set Response: Pass,
PASS
End Request - Admin SP; End Response: Pass, PASS

Test case ends
Test case separator line

4. If a Test case has sub-steps then it should have a consistent pattern
●
●

The test subcase1 indentation pattern should be similar to the first line after the test case.
If Test subcase1 again has some sub-steps (i.e subcase2) then that should follow a
consistent indentation pattern.

4.1 Test case start with the first line and then the below test subcase1 start with
indentation as a single space

4.5 Taking Ownership of an SD,PASS

Test case started

StartSession - Admin SP; Sync Session: Pass, PASS

subcase1 start with indentation

Get Request - C_PIN_MSID; Get Response: Pass, PASS

subcase1 start with indentation

End Request - Admin SP; End Response: Pass, PASS

subcase1 start with indentation

StartSession with; Sync Session: Pass, PASS

subcase1 start with indentation

Set the password for SID as Response: Pass, PASS

subcase1 start with indentation

End Request - Admin SP; End Response: Pass, PASS

subcase1 start with indentation

StartSession with SP; Sync Session: Pass, PASS

subcase1 start with indentation

Set the password for Admin1 Set Response: Pass, PASS

subcase1 start with indentation

End Request - Admin SP; End Response: Pass, PASS

subcase1 start with indentation
Test case end
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4.2 Test case start with the first line and then the below test subcase1 start with
indentation as a single space followed by some substeps(subcase2) which start with
double space
WRITE,PASS

Test Case Title

Write SLBA = Valid;LR=0,PASS

Test case 1st subcase1
Note: As the first line starts with a single space this line is considered as test
subcase1 and below that, all line which is following a similar pattern consider
as other test subcase1

Write SLBA = Valid;LR=1,PASS

2nd subcase1

Write SLBA = Valid;LR=2,PASS

3rd subcase1

Write SLBA = Valid;LR=3,PASS

4th subcase1

Write SLBA = Valid;LR=4,PASS

5th subcase1

Write w/Pattern,PASS

6th subcase1

Read and Compare,PASS

7th subcase1

Write SLBA = Valid;NLB = Valid; LR = 1;,PASS

8th subcase1

Write w/Pattern,PASS

The 1st subcase2 of 8th subcase1
Note: Pattern changes here as double space indentation. This step will be
considered as a substep(subcase2) of the subcase1 above this step.

Read and Compare,PASS

The 2nd subcase2 of 8th subcase1

Write SLBA = Valid; NLB = Valid; LR = 0;,PASS

9th subcase1

Write w/Pattern,PASS

The 1st subcase2 of 9th subcase1
Note: Pattern changes here as double space indentation. This step will be
considered as a substep(subcase2) of the subcase1 above this step.

Read and Compare,PASS

The 2nd subcase2 of 9th subcase1

Write SLBA = Valid; NLB = Valid; LR = 1;,PASS

10th subcase1

Write w/Pattern,PASS

The 1st subcase2 of 10th subcase1

Read and Compare,PASS

The 2nd subcase2 of 10th subcase1
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5.3 Test case starts with the first line and below test subcase1 starts without
indentation

Keys

Remarks

4.5 Taking Ownership of an SD,PASS

Test case started

StartSession - Admin SP; Sync Session: Pass, PASS

subcase1 start without indentation
Note: subcase1 start without indentation

Get Request - C_PIN_MSID; Get Response: Pass, PASS

subcase1 start without indentation

End Request - Admin SP; End Response: Pass, PASS

subcase1 start without indentation

StartSession with MSID's PIN as SID - Admin SP; Sync
Session: Pass, PASS

subcase1 start without indentation

Set the password for SID as <SID_password>; Set Response:
Pass, PASS

subcase1 start without indentation

End Request - Admin SP; End Response: Pass, PASS

subcase1 start without indentation

StartSession with <SID_password> as SID - Admin SP; Sync
Session: Pass, PASS

subcase1 start without indentation

Set the password for Admin1 as
<AdminSP_Admin1_password>; Set Response: Pass, PASS

subcase1 start without indentation

End Request - Admin SP; End Response: Pass, PASS

Test case end
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5. Test result summary should have a consistent pattern at end of the file
Revert LockingSP,PASS

Test result last test case title

Start Session with HostChallenge AdminSP, PASS
Sync Session - AdminSP, PASS
LockingSP.Revert - Request, PASS
LockingSP.Revert - Response,
PASS
End Session - Request, PASS
End Session - Response, PASS

Test result last test case end

Test Result Summary

Test Case summary start indication

Compulsory

# Tested ,57

Pattern should be -> # Tested,Number

Optional

# Passed ,53

Pattern should be -> # Passed,Number

Optional

# Failed ,4

Pattern should be -> # Failed,Number

Optional

# Not Tested, 3

Pattern should be -> # Tested,Number

Optional

Script End Date: Fri, August 11,
2017

The pattern should be -> Script End Date:_date
The date format should be day,month date, Year

Compulsory

Time: 06:56:49 PM
Total Runtime:, 0:15:03

Pattern should be -> Time: _time
Note: _time format should be hh:mm:ss
Pattern should be -> Total Runtime:, _time

Compulsory
Compulsory
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6. Horizontal representation of data not to be considered for Template generation
●

If the template consists of the horizontal representation of data then that portion will not be
considered to generate the dynamic template

A13: Set() - Byte Table Grammar check,

Test Case title

(A13-2-1-2-5) DataStore OptParams-where: Set with the limit of the byte table; Set response pass,PASS

subcase1

(A13-2-1-2-6) DataStore OptParams-where: Set with 'Where' > limit of the table; Set response
- Status Code: 0Ch (Invalid_Param),PASS
subcase1
(A13-2-1-2-9) DataStore OptParams-where: Set without 'Where' parameter; Set response Pass,PASS

subcase1

(A13-2-1-3-5) DataStore OptParams-value: Set with data whthin limit of the table; Set
response - Pass,PASS

subcase1

(A13-2-1-3-9) DataStore OptParams-value: Set with length = 0 for 'Values' parameter; Set
response - Pass,PASS

subcase1

(A13-2-1-2-6) MBR OptParams-where: Set with 'Where' > limit of the table; Set response Status Code: 0Ch (Invalid_Param),PASS

subcase1

(A13-2-1-2-9) MBR OptParams-where: Set without 'Where' parameter; Set response Pass,PASS

subcase1

(A13-2-1-3-5) MBR OptParams-value: Set with data within limit of the table; Set response Pass,PASS

subcase1

(A13-2-1-3-6) MBR OptParams-value: Set with data without limit of the table; Set response Status Code: 0Ch (Invalid_Param),PASS

subcase1

, DataStore, MBR,

Horizontal representation of
above data
Note : This horizontal
representation data will not be
considered for dynamic template

A13-2-1-2-5 , PASS, PASS, PASS

not consider

A13-2-1-2-6 , PASS, PASS, PASS

not consider
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A13-2-1-2-9 , PASS, PASS, PASS

not consider

A13-2-1-3-5 , PASS, PASS, PASS

not consider

A13-2-1-3-6 , PASS, PASS, PASS

not consider

A13-2-1-3-9 , PASS, PASS, PASS

not consider

Appendix B - Sample CSV
Below is the link for sample CSV which can be referred to make the csv file templates to be
uploaded in the system.
http://document.ulinkreporter.com/sampleCSVfile.csv
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Appendix C - Folder Structure Hierarchy
Below is a snapshot of the folder structure and also the paths for syncing and grabbing the
data.

Description

Folder Name

Alias Name
Override

Level 1

Group Folder

Group Name, eg, Lab 1,
Lab2, etc.

Yes

Level 2

System Folder

System ID

Yes

Level 3

Test Results Folder

Test Results Tree, eg.
DMTest, MyTest, etc.

No

Test Status, eg. Log folder

Level
4-n

●
●
●
●

Test Log and CSV
Folder

Log folder and CSV folder

Comments

No

"Log" name is
reserved

No

All logs should
add in Log folder
and all CSV file is
in the CSV folder
with the name of
log folder

The 1st level will be Group Folder
The 2nd will be system id or secondary group name
The 3rd level will have a Test Results Tree, eg. DMTest, MyTest, etc.
Note: log folder may be optional.
and the next level will be the Log and CSV folder parallelly.
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Sync data folder(For e.g)- F:\dataRepository\Test_log\DTM4_2\DMTest\Ptc
Following is the folder structure hierarchy in details:
● dataRepository- Sync data folder
● Test_log- Group name folder
● DTM4_2- System folder
● DMTest\Ptc- Part of Test Results Folder tree. Within Ptc, you will have CSV and Log
folder in parallel
● CSV- All CSV files.
● Log- All log folders with the name of CSV.
In the Test_log folder, add folders/files which users want to parse. The files in this folder
will be grabbed by the trigger “Sync Files” job.
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Grab data folder- F:\UlinkServerData\grabData
The grabbed files will be parsed into the ulink test reporter once the “Parse Sync Files” job
is triggered.
Once syncing and parsing is completed successfully, the data will be made available in the
Test Reporter Application.
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Folder Structure Setup
The standard folder structure which will be created during the installation process is given
below.
We require the folder structure to do the operations in the Test Reporter(TR) application
such as download, upload, sync and parse. Follow the document to know the folder
structure required for the ULINK-TR application. Creating the folder is a one-time activity,
that is once the folder structure is created you need not create again when you run the
application.
When you start the application you need the folder structure which is shown in the
snapshot below.
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syncData Folder: End-user needs to copy all the data into the syncData folder as shown
above. The sub-folders in the syncData should be in the same pattern of Csv and Log
folders. The path should be syncData/<Lab_Name>/<Computer_Name> (Example:
Test_log/DTM_1) and then in this folder, you must have CSV and Log folders parallel to
each other.
The test results whose respective CSV and Log files are not found will not be parsed in the
Test Reporter application.
grabData Folder: Once the data is synced, all the necessary files(log) from the syncData
will be copied to grabData. Redundant data or the CVS files whose log folder is not available
will be discarded.
ulink_server: This folder will maintain the logs for the user_management and
test_comparator services.
All other folders will be required for download and upload the files which will be processed
in the Test reporter application.
nonTemplateData: This folder will maintain the non template files. All the non template
data from the syncData folder will sync to this folder. CSV and Log files are displayed
which do not have templates.

Appendix D - Installation of Docker on Linux(Debian and Ubuntu)
This section is for Linux users. Docker can also be installed on the Linux system, the
following are the steps to install the docker.
1. Docker installation on the Linux system is easy as compared to the windows system.
2. Open the terminal on your system.
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3. Enter the following command to Update:
sudo apt-get update -y
4. Install the additional packages which are required for docker using the command :
sudo apt-get install -y linux-image-generic-lts-trusty
linux-headers-generic-lts-trusty
5. If you use Ubuntu Trusty, Wily, or Xenial, install the linux-image-extra kernel
package:
sudo apt-get update -y && sudo apt-get install -y linux-image-extra-$(uname -r)
6. After you finish the above steps, enter the command given below to install the
docker in the system.
sudo apt-get install docker-engine -y
7. Once the docker is installed Start the docker using
sudo service docker start
8. To verify the docker installation hit the following command which will run the
simple hello-world code.
sudo docker run hello-world

Appendix E - Steps to Auto Start Docker and Test Reporter
The following are the steps to configure the autostart script:
1. Download the sh file(link given below) and then copy & replace the start.sh file in
the docker toolbox folder(“\Users\<XXX>\Documents\Docker Toolbox” where
<XXX> is the current user system’s name).
http://document.ulinkreporter.com/start.sh
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2. Create a New Folder in “\Users\<XXX>\Documents\” and rename the folder as
batFiles. Download the scriptFiles.zip and copy the docker-compose file(see the
user guide for this file) to the same folder. Extract all script.zip files(link given
below) in the batFiles folder.
http://document.ulinkreporter.com/scriptFiles.zip
Note: i. Create the batFiles folder parallel to the Docker ToolBox folder under
“\Users\<XXX>\Documents\”.
ii. Make sure that this zip file contains following batch files:
a. main-startup batch file
b. docker-start batch file
c. reporter-start batch file
d. create_folder_structure batch file
iii. Keep all the batch files and the docker compose file in the same folder.
And make sure the folder is not located in C:\Program Files or C:\Program
Files (x86).
3. Once the files are copied, right-click the main-startup.bat file and ‘Edit’ to configure
the path(shown in the snapshot below) in the file. Change the path to the current file
location (\Users\<XXX>\Documents\batFiles) as you have that file in the same
folder.
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Note: The ‘GuestUser’ in the snapshot is the system name, this may be different for
each user.
You can close the editor window once done.
4. The next step is to ‘Edit’ the docker-start.bat file and modify the start.sh path to the
path
where
you
have
installed
the
Docker
Toolbox(that
is,
\Users\<XXX>\Documents\Docker Toolbox)
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Note: The ‘GuestUser’ is the system name in the snapshot, this may be different for
each user.
5. Now, right-click and ‘Edit’ the reporter-start.bat file and modify the path to the
current folder path(\Users\<XXX>\Documents\batFiles) as shown in the snapshot
below.
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Note:
i. The ‘GuestUser’ is the system name in the snapshot, this may be different for each
user.
ii. Make sure you have copied the docker-compose.yml to the batFiles folder.
6. Once this is done, right-click main-startup.bat and select “Run with
Administrator ''. (Check that the mysqldata folder is created in the same location.
That is in ‘\Users\<XXX>\Documents\batFiles’ location). This will run the script file.
7. Now to schedule the script on system start/restart, you need to configure the script
in the Windows Task Scheduler.
8. Steps to schedule the batch file into the Windows Task Scheduler:
a. Click on Start and under search, type in Task Scheduler click open the Task
Scheduler.
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b. Select Create Basic Task from the Action pane on the right of the window.
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c. Under Create Basic Task, type in the name you like and click Next

d. From the Trigger select the option you like and click Next.
We need to schedule the task when we restart/start the system, therefore
select the option When I log on.
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e. Then click on Start a Program and click Next.
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f. Now click on Browse... and select the batch file you like to run.

Note: The path can differ for each end-user.
In the ‘Start in (optional)’ field add the path till the batFiles as shown in the
above snapshot.
g. Finally, click on Finish to create the Task.
Now that we have created a Task, we have to make sure it runs with the
highest privilege. Since we have UAC settings we have to make sure that
when you run the file it should not fail if it does not bypass the UAC settings.
So click on the Task Scheduler Library.
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Double click on the task ‘DockerStart’ which you have recently created.
h. In the General menu click on Run with Highest Privileges.
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i.

Click on the Triggers and make sure that you have configured the script At
log on and the status is Enabled with At log on of any user in the Details.
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If you do not see the above configuration then select the entry and click
Edit(Or double click the trigger item). Then choose the option At log on from
‘Begin the task’ and click Any user from the ‘Settings’ then click OK with
Enable option check at the bottom.
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j.

Now click on the Actions menu and check the following script is configured
in the Action list
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Path in the Details may differ for different users.
k. Once done then click OK. You have scheduled the script successfully.
9. This finishes the configuration, the script will now run on every system
start/restart. This will start the docker and the TR application automatically when
we start/restart the system.

Appendix F - Clear Database Script - Docker Environment
(Use only for version below TR v4.3.5)

The existing data should be reparsed to update the latest features of Test Reporter(TR
v4.3.5).
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Follow the steps given below to clear the database.
1. Download the cleardb script for clearing the database(link given below):
http://document.ulinkreporter.com/cleardb.bat
2. If the user has stopped the Test Reporter and Docker then start Docker and Test
reporter by using docker-compose.yml file(Refer 2.3).
3. Once the docker and test reporter is running, open the git bash window and traverse
to the path where the script file is downloaded(Or if the system contains Windows
OS, then go to the downloaded location and then press Right click and then select
‘Git Bash Here’ to open the git bash terminal).
4. On the git bash terminal, execute the command given below:
bash cleardb.bat
5. The above command will clear the database. Once that is completed you can close
the git bash window.
6. Now, you can parse the data again by manually executing the “Parse Sync Files”,
“Parse Identify Binary Files”, and “Sync Non-Template Files” jobs on the ‘Trigger Job’
page of the Test Reporter portal. Otherwise, as the jobs are scheduled at some
interval, you can wait for some time to execute these jobs automatically.
Note:
● These steps are required to perform once the user updates the Test Reporter
version to TR v4.3.5.
● New users can skip this as the fresh environment will be already set up.
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